Westral Roller Blinds offer fabric
collections that are not matched by any of its
competitors. For colour, opacity, texture, trims and
patterns, Westral Roller Blinds are simply the best.
Fabric Ranges:
Blockout - The many Westral Blockout ranges offer privacy 24
hours a day plus they assist in keeping out the heat and the cold.
Ideal for home theatres, television rooms and bedrooms. Wide variety
of colours.
Translucent - Keep out the harsh sun without allowing a clear view into
the room. Texture and patterns really make the Westral translucent fabrics a
feature for your windows. Many styles to choose from.
Sheer - Daytime privacy with filtered views. Use as a double blind with blockout to
give you all the options you need.
Sunscreen - Heat and light control plus retain your view. Reduce the glare plus you can
use alongside a blockout to allow you the effect you want. Many colours to choose from.

Westral Roller Blinds come in a range of modern trims with motorised options available and if cord controlled
they meet all the latest child safety standards. Valances and headboxes are also available.

Linked Roller Blinds allow multiple blinds to be used with common brackets and one control.

Westral Rollers and Alpha Motors - The perfect match - More clients are opting to control their blinds with the touch of a
button. Westral Alpha motors have proved themselves to be the best available and the cost is affordable.
All Westral Roller Blinds are custom made to suit your windows and are manufactured right here in Western Australia using fabrics
and components designed to withstand the harsh WA conditions. They will give you years of trouble free use.
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Theatre Roller Blinds especially designed with side guides and headbox to block out the light giving you the real theatre
experience.

WESTRAL’S EXCLUSIVE WARRANTY
With the same WA ownership since
it commenced operations in 1973,
Westral looks after your investment
with a full warranty against faulty
products, irrespective of age,
conditions apply.

WA

Dual Roller Blinds combine two different fabrics onto one roller system thus offering day and night options. For
example, use a Blockout for night use and a Sunscreen for during the daytime.
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North: Showroom: 79 Erindale Rd, Balcatta
South: Showroom & Factory: 149 Bannister Rd, Canning Vale

9455 1555

sales@westral.com.au

www.westral.com.au

